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Above: the formal entrance of the Royal Palace of Belgrade.
In 2001 Crown Prince Aleksandar II and his family returned
to their ancestral home.
Left: the Palace, located on the ridge of a hill, has magniﬁcent views of Dedinje, the Kosutnjak forest, Topcider and
Avala. The Royal compound of 134 hectares, is covered with
parks in the English garden style. Around the two palaces
the French garden concept of park arrangement is applied,
where ﬂowers, hedges and trees have neatly shaped forms
and are planted in strictly geometrical order.
Below: the garden pavilion opposite the main entrance to
The Royal Palace, housing the sculpture ‘Povijest Hrvata’ by
Ivan Mestrovic.
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Left: Their Royal Highnesses Crown Prince Aleksandar and
Crown Princess Katherine. They recently became
grandparent with the birth Stephan: the ﬁrst born male
in 90 years. A very emomtional moment in the
family history.
Right: the entrance hall of the Royal Palace with details
inspired by Serbian medieval art

Or as Crown Prince Aleksandar said: “All communist relicts
are still here, including the bullet hole in the forehead of
Jesus Christ in the Chapel. Only dictators cleanse history.”
After the disintegration of Yugoslavia president Slobodan
Miloševic lived here. When that period came to an end,
the royal complex was ceded to Prince Aleksandar II and
his family. They returned to their Royal Palace in 2001. It was
a very emoitional moment.
Born and raised in the United Kingdom, he enjoys close
relationships with his relatives in the British Royal Family.
His godparents were King George VI and the then-Princess
Elizabeth (now Queen Elizabeth II) of the United Kingdom.
He knew the Palace only from the stories of his father:
stories that came alive standing in front of the Palace .
“It was very emotional to come home to the house that my
grandfather built. To walk and sit in the places where my
ancestors had lived. But time had taken it toll so we had to
start making repairs. It had been a forbidden city for over
decennia. So by the time the repairs were done, we did a big
thing: we opened the Palace to the people. It is a Serbian
tradition to be a good host and I that tradition the Palace
should be home to everyone.”

The Royal Palace of Belgrade, Serbia, was built between
1924 and 1929 with private funds of His Majesty King
Aleksandar I, the first monarch of the Kingdom of Serbs,
Croats and Slovenes and the grandfather of HRH Crown
Prince Aleksandar II). The construction of the façade was
made of white marble from the island of Brac was finished in
1929. It served as his home and later of that of King Petar II
(the father of Crown Prince Alexander).
After the World War II the new communist government of
Ygoslavia proclaimed all members of the Karadjordjevic
family (who were already in exile) enemies of the state.
They were deprived of citizenship and their properties were
confiscated.
A new tenant moved in: the lifetime president of Yugoslavia,
Josip Broz Tito. Photos, paintings and monuments from that
time are still being kept at the royal compound.
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After restoring the Royal Palace, work started on the White
Palace: a stone throw away in the estate of 134 hectares of
park and forest surrounding the complex.
He sees it as one of his roles to unite the people of Serbia
and to bring the democratic parties together.
His Royal Highness: “The special role of a king in a constitution monarchy is to unite and to secure stability and continuity. My ancestors did a lot for this country. The family was
deeply involved and gained respect. That is what we want to
build on. To make the life op the people better and to create
goodwill for the country.”
An important factor is his Foundation for Education.
The Crown Prince: “ The youth will write the next chapters in
Serbia’s history. After years of division, isolation and unrest,
the country is on the brink of a bright new future. It is the
young people who will lead us there. Given the right opportunities and guidance, they are ready to bridge the gaps that
have existed between our people, repair the strong bonds we
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once shared with other nations and create a prosperous peaceful Serbia we have longed for many years. Too many brilliant
minds have already left this country because of the lack of
opportunity and support. It is our job to cherish and nurture
these young people to ensure a better future for our families,
our nation and our world.”
An important role has Princess Katherine. Born in Greece, she is
one of the two daughters of Robert Batis and Anna Dosti. Since
the conflict in the former Yugoslavia, she has dedicated most of
her time to charitable activities. She works in humanitarian relief, and is the patron of various humanitarian organizations
including Lifeline Humanitarian Organization.
In 2001 she established The Foundation of Her Royal Highness
Crown Princess Katherine in Belgrade in order to expand her
charitable works. The foundation has offices outside of Serbia is
the USA, Canada, Greece and the United Kingdom.
“We have created a worldwide network to structure donations
to deliver everything that is given to us. When you know, that
the people are waiting for you, you cannot stop making
changes in their lives for the better. It is a privilege to have
the possibility to help.”
The Palace itself was designed by architects Zivojin Nikolic and
the Russian imperial architect Nikolay Krassnoff of the Royal
Academy. It was built in the Serbian-Byzantine style.
Attached to the palace there is a Royal Chapel dedicated to
Saint Apostle Andrew The First-Called, the Patron Saint of The
Royal Family. The chapel was ment to reflect the monastery
Church of Saint Andrew on the river Treska in Macedonia where
the Holy Place of the medieval Serbian King Vukashin was located.
The palace complex is located in a vast park domain and is surrounded by pergolas, park terraces, swimming pools, pavilions
and platforms. There are magnificent views from the palace towards the ridge of Dedinje Hill, Koshutnjak Forest, Topchider and
Avala Mountain.
On the ground floor there are the reception rooms which are
beautifully appointed. The Formal Entrance Hall is paved with
stone and decorated with copies of medieval frescoes from the
Monasteries of Dechani and Sopochani.
The Blue Drawing Room is decorated in Baroque style. The
Golden Drawing Room (Palma Vecchio) and Dining Room are in a
Renaissance style with impressive wood carved ceilings and
bronze chandeliers. These rooms are ornately decorated with
paintings of old masters and a pair of Florentine Renaissance
Cassoni from the Royal collections. The Library and the King’s
cabinet of the Royal Palace are decorated in the same manner.
An impressive staircase leads up to the private chambers of the
Royal Family.

These pages: the grand Dining Hall is decorated in the style
of the Renaissance. The marble columns in the room bear
rich casetted wooden ceilings with bronze chandeliers.
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Remarkable is the basement. It has dimed red and green lights
and was decorated with motifs from Russian fairy tales by
prominent artists. There is a fountain inspired by the ‘Fountain
of tears’ in The Khan’s Palace in Bakhchisaray in Crimea.
The murmur of water would quell the voices so that the
conversations couldn’t be heard.
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The Royal Palace library, deting from the third decade of the 20th century.
The interior of the library, as well as the greater part of the original Royal
palace furniture, was made in the prestigious European furniture workshop of
Ludvig Bernhard. The founder of this workshop had previously designed the
interior of all the residences of the Romanian royal dynasty.
Bernhard Ludwig's workshop was not only responsible for the furniture of
representative salons and private rooms of the Royal Palace, but also actively
participated in the creation of the entire interior design of certain salons.
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In the Blue Salon overlooking the grand terrace
and the park beyond, hangs the painting ‘Venus
and Adonis’ by Nicolas Paussin. The carpet was custom made in France for the Royal Palace and it is
one of the rare carpets in the palace from King
Alexander I’s time.
The furniture pieces are copies from the 60s and
70s in Louis XV and Louis XVI style. The pastoral
scenes on the chair covers were made after original drawings of the rococo artist Boucher.
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the ‘Grand Patio’ of the Palace is
connected to the main dining room.
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The Royal Palace is connected by a colonnade of pillars with the Royal Chapel of
Saint Apostle Andrew the First-Called, the
Patron Saint of The Royal Family.
The interior of the Chapel is decorated by
Russian painters. During the communist
government soldier shot a hole in the
image of Jezus Christ. It is still there as a
silent widness of that period.

Left: the Palma Vecchio salon. Th ehests (cassoni) in the
salon, are from the ﬁrst half of the 15th century. This
early Renaissance Florentine wedding chests were made
of massive, carved and gold-plated wood. They rest on
solid legs made in the shape of a lion's paw. The front
panels are painted with scenes of the triumph of
Alexander the Great. Inside the chest the lids there are
presentations of lying ﬁgures of a young man in one,
and a girl (bride) in the other. Despite restoration interventions, the chests have preserved their original
form and today they are well-preserved rare and valuable pieces.
Above: the main staircase of the Royal Palace, leading to
the private rooms of the Royal Family on the ﬁrst ﬂoor.
Below: the ofﬁce of Crown Prince Aleksandar II.
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The basement of the Palace contains the ‘Room of whispers’. It has dimed red and green
lights, and it was decorated with motifs from Russian fairy tales by prominent artists and
inspired by the Moscow Kremlin. The fountain was inspired by the ‘Fountain of tears’ in The
Khan’s Palace in Bakhchisaray in Crimea. The murmur of water would quell the voices so
that the conversations couldn’t be heard. Behind this room is the pool room. In the back
on the right is the Royal Cinema Room. It was the ﬁrst private cinema in the country,
and the oldest ﬁlm kept here is the ﬁlm ‘Coronation of King Petar I’ from 1904.
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